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Abstract: In patients with advanced heart failure (HF), left ventricular assist devices (LVADs) have
demonstrated to be effective in improving the quality of life and reducing further hospitalizations.
Although uncommon, LVAD outflow graft obstruction (OGO) is a potentially life-threatening complication and percutaneous treatment has been proposed as a standard intervention strategy in such
cases. We report the case of a 69 year old man admitted due to LVAD failure causing unstable HF.
Past medical history included percutaneous intervention on the outflow graft with stent implantation
one year before. The patient was under chronic treatment with vitamin K antagonists (VKA). Emergent percutaneous angiography was performed, showing recurrent OGO due to thrombosis located
at a kinking site, distally to the previously treated segment. Using distal anchoring technique, a
balloon-expandable 10 × 79 mm endoprosthesis (GORE® Viabahn® VBX) was effectively positioned
and post-dilated. Final angiography confirmed the patency of the stent implanted one-year before.
Despite the procedure succeeding in restoring LVAD function, the patient died due to septic shock
ten days after. Our case suggests that recurrent OGO can be effectively treated with percutaneous
redo and that long-term stent patency can be achieved with a standard antithrombotic treatment,
despite further thrombotic events in other segments of the graft are still possible (especially at the
kinking site). Moreover, other noncardiac conditions as infective complications, can dramatically
impact the clinical course and lead to unfavorable outcomes.
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1. Introduction
Despite the major advances in the medical and interventional treatment of heart
failure (HF) [1], end-stage HF is still a leading cause of morbidity and mortality [2]. In
these patients, left ventricular assist devices (LVADs), as a bridge to destination or bridge
to transplantation therapy, have demonstrated to be effective in improving the quality
of life and reducing further hospitalizations [3]. Nevertheless, patients with impaired
ejection fraction treated with LVAD can often experience recurrent HF and, in such cases,
device malfunctioning should always be suspected, especially when HF occurs late after
implantation (>4 weeks) [4]. Despite being considered an uncommon event [3], outflow
graft obstruction (OGO) is progressively recognized as a relevant cause of LVAD failure
and its incidence may be superior to 5% [5]. In these patients, percutaneous treatment with
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its incidence may be superior to 5% [5]. In these patients, percutaneous treatment with
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logged several low-flow alarms (1.5 L/min, 8000 rpm), suggesting that a major device
failure could be the trigger of this condition. Considering the unstable clinical setting
and the past medical history of OGO [8], computed tomography (CT) was deferred and
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Figure 2. Diagnostic angiography showing recurrent outflow graft obstruction (yellow arrow).
Figure
2. Diagnostic angiography showing recurrent outflow graft obstruction (yellow arrow).
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Due to severe underexpansion of the implanted stent, several postdilations were
performed using peripheral balloons of increasing diameters (MUSTANGTM 0.035”, Boston
Scientific) (see Figure 4).
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Figure 3. (A) distal anchoring; (B) stent deployment.

Due to severe underexpansion of the implanted stent, several postdilations were
performed using peripheral balloons of increasing diameters (MUSTANGTM 0.035″,
Figure
(A)distal
distalanchoring;
anchoring; (B) stent deployment.
Figure
3. 3.(A)
Boston
Scientific)
(see Figure(B)4).stent deployment.
Due to severe underexpansion of the implanted stent, several postdilations were
performed using peripheral balloons of increasing diameters (MUSTANGTM 0.035″,
Boston Scientific) (see Figure 4).

Figure 4. Postdilation of the implanted stent.
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high-risk surgical redo [10,12,13], even if highly complex anatomical scenarios can be
encountered [8].
Despite CT is often fundamental in confirming the diagnosis [7], different cases of
CT-deferring have been reported in the literature, especially when OGO is strongly suspected [5]. In our case, the severely impaired clinical conditions forced the physicians to
choose a time-saving strategy and defer to preprocedural diagnostic assessment. Overall,
we believe that an invasive diagnostic strategy should be preferred in those patients with
suspected recurrent OGO if performed by trained and experienced operators, especially in
an urgent setting.
As we previously reported [8], VA-ECMO assistance can play a core role during the
percutaneous treatment of OGO. Indeed, during the procedure, the flow across the LVAD
is often interrupted (in order to avoid procedural complications) and this can potentially
lead to a critical reduction in the cardiac output. Moreover, kinkings, torsions and several
others anatomical hurdles can lead to longer and more complex interventions, increasing the procedural risk. In case of recurrent OGO, previous anatomical and procedural
scenarios should be considered by operators performing the procedure, possibly leading
to a reduction in the procedural time and an increase in the chances of success. In our
case, despite VA-ECMO assistance being strongly considered, we managed to perform
the intervention using the same strategies previously adopted 12 months before (as the
“distal balloon anchoring” technique) [8], effectively reducing the procedure-related risk
and time (500 ). Nevertheless, patients with LVAD and OGO are exposed to an extremely
high risk of adverse events and, even if LVAD flow is effectively restored, other cardiac and
noncardiac complications can occur. In our case, RV failure and pneumonia led to a negative clinical outcome despite the effectiveness of the percutaneous treatment. Interestingly,
right ventricular decompensation and untreatable infections were, respectively, the first
and the second causes of death at 6 months in the ELEVATE registry (45.7% and 20.2%,
respectively) [3]. Similar results were described in the MOMENTUM 3 trial [9]. Future
observational studies will address the relative impact of cardiac and noncardiac causes of
death in defining the in- and out of- hospital outcomes of these patients.
Only a few studies have reported long-term clinical and technical results in patients
with LVAD previously treated with a percutaneous approach due to OGO. In a recently
published work, Agrawal and colleagues reported data from 20 patients (6.2%) out of 322
with LVAD suffering OGO and treated with a percutaneous strategy. According to their
results, the procedure was safe and effective in most cases, with recurrent OGO occurring
in only two patients over a median follow-up of 15 ± 10 months. Interestingly, in both cases
OGO was located in a different previously nonstented site [10]. Similarly, in our reported
case, recurrent OGO occurred in correspondence with a previously nonstented kinking site,
confirming both the role of kinking in OGO etiology and the long-term effectiveness of
the percutaneous treatment in terms of stent’s patency. Currently, some authors suggest
that a strategy involving routine aggressive stenting of the entire outflow graft should be
preferred in order to reduce the rates of recurrent OGO [10], but no definitive evidence
is available.
Choosing the best pharmacological strategy can be extremely hard in this setting. In
major studies investigating outcomes of patients with LVAD, significant bleeding events
seem to be extremely common (comprised between 20% and 40%) [3,9]. Despite graft
thromboses being rare in these studies, it is reasonable to suppose that the relative ischemic
risk for patients who experience OGO could be higher (especially if recurrent). Following
the first procedure, our patient was the first candidate to be treated with aspirin and vitamin
K antagonist (VKA) in order to prevent stent thrombosis. However, during follow-up,
the antiplatelet therapy was suspended due to a major neurological bleeding. It could
be speculated that, in our case, VKA therapy was effective in holding the stent’s patency
but failed in avoiding further thrombosis in other nonstented sites of the outflow graft.
This could confirm the core role played by anatomical features, as severe kinking, in
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favoring thrombosis and OGO. The clinical relevance of this combination of antiplatelet
and antithrombotic therapies should be confirmed in larger future studies.
4. Conclusions
Percutaneous intervention of OGO is feasible and effective. Different considerations
could be advanced by our experience, as follows: (1) recurrent OGO, although uncommon,
can be effectively treated with a percutaneous redo. In such cases, an invasive diagnostic
algorithm with a CT deferral could be chosen, especially if OGO is highly suspected and
clinical conditions are unstable; (2) isolated VKA therapy may be effective in preserving
long-term stent’s patency, but can fail in preventing further thrombosis in nonstented
segments, highlighting the role played by the anatomical features of the outflow graft (as
kinkings); and (3) despite procedural success often being achieved, major comorbidities as
RV failure and infective complications can largely impair a patients’ prognosis. Overall,
patients suffering LVAD failure due to OGO must be considered at extremely high risk
of adverse events. Nevertheless, percutaneous treatment could potentially represent a
standard care option in the near future. Further studies are needed to address the impact
of cardiac and noncardiac causes of death in patients with OGO and to coherently define
the best combination of antiplatelet/antithrombotic strategies, in conjunction with the high
ischemic and bleeding risk.
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